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Changing Seasons 

Address Sign 
 

Address Sign Materials:  

4 4-1/4" White Glass Squares (Item #X200-MD)  

4 4-1/4" Clear Glass Squares (Item X100-MD) 

Simple Four Square Garden Stake (Item #97311) 

Glassline Pen - Black (Item #802002)  

Fusible Bails - 96 COE (Item #X24694)  

Graphite Paper (Item 7363)  

1-1/2" Pre-Tined Curly Q Hangers (Item 13001)  

Paint brush  

Pattern for house numbers  
 

Address Sign Instructions:  

 

1. Using graphite paper, trace the pattern onto each white glass square.  

2. Use Glassline Pen to paint on the numbers. Start with a thin layer of paint and allow it to dry.  That 

will add a little texture for the next layer to stick to.  We applied three thin coats. Allow to dry 

thoroughly.  
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3. Prepare fusible bails.  Wrap fiber rope or a thin strip of fiber paper in shelf 

paper and insert into bail to keep the hole open.   

4. Place clear glass on top or on bottom of the white squares depending on 

the look you prefer and place in the kiln on shelf paper or a treated kiln 

shelf.  

5. Position fusible bails on squares under the numbers.  

6. Fuse using the firing schedule provided.  

 

Segment 1 300° hour  1000° F  Hold 5 Minutes 

Segment 2 300° hour  1250° F  Hold 45 Minutes  

Segment 3 300° hour  1450° F  Hold 10 Minutes  

Segment 4 Full / AFAP  960° F  Hold 45 Minutes  

 

7. When cooled, remove from kiln and pull the fiber paper from each bail.  

8. Use silicone adhesive to attach house numbers to the sign.   

9. Twist open a curly q hanger at one end and work the end through the loop on each number.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hang your favorite seasonal decoration from each hook - change it for every season!  
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Delphi Tip: Keep cut 
leaf pieces together 
so you don't lose 
track of where they 
go!  

Falling Autumn Leaves  
Making the Leaves 

1. Using scrap glass in autumn colors cut simple leaves.  How many leaves you need will depend on 

the size of your base and the size of your leaves.  

2. Cut each leaf in half and break.  Cut each half in to three sections and break.  

3. Wrap each piece using 7/32" copper foil and burnish. Continue until all leaves are completely 

wrapped.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Use metal push pins to hold your leaves in place. Flux and tack solder the seams. Remove pins 

and solder seams on both sides. Attach a small wire loop to each leaf. Pliers can be used to hold 

the leaves when soldering the edges. Continue until all leaves are soldered .  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Apply black patina to each leaf.   
6. Hang leaves from your sign and celebrate the beautiful autumn colors 


